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About this Issue:
•

•

Thank you for the feedback received about •

Social Media development. After some soul-

Issue 1 for 2022.

searching, a decision has been made to have a

The Bacchus Marsh U3A 2022 Meet & Greet
was a great success. Despite continuing COVID

presence in the social media world. Our new
Facebook page can be found at:

restrictions, there was a good turnout of our

https://www.facebook.com/U3ABACCHUS

membership and some new faces as well. •
Plenty of conversations over a couple of hours.

Feedback and contributions to future newsletters
are welcome. Send to Email address:
js@fppl.net

This barometer is possibly the closest object I care
for that could be described as a family heirloom.
For most of its 120 years it served as a weather
predictor in a grocery store in a small rural town.
The practical use of such instruments is somewhat
deprecated these days; a wall barometer serves
more as part of the décor. How many of us scrutinize the weather maps in newspapers? Our mobile
devices alert us (via the Bureau) of impending
storms and accurately display the expected weather for the next 7 days. These days the needle on
my old barometer moves in a tightly confined arc
across the word “Change”. But that is sufficient.
Perhaps it’s most important purpose these days is
to serve as an allegory of life in this 21st century.
Change; always and forever. JS
Text & Image Credits: John Spain 2022
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And, on the topic of barometers, a short tale for you...
Three applicants made the short-list for a position at Huygens Scientific Supplies Pty Ltd. The
final interviews were conducted in the 12th floor boardroom at the company’s head office. As
each candidate sat before the interview panel (and after the usual palaver about the weather,
and Collingwood’s chances in the 2022 AFL season), the senior interviewer declared: “This interview consists of a single question. Your answer will determine whether your application is successful.”
The first applicant squirmed a little and waited for the question. The senior panelist pointed at a
fine barometer that hung on the boardroom wall and said: “Tell us how you would determine, to
within one metre, the height of this building using only that barometer and whatever items you
have on your person?” The applicant replied: “I would go to the roof, then descend to the ground
floor. I would note the difference in air pressure as measured on the barometer. I would convert
that difference into metres and thus determine the building height.” The panel thanked the applicant and asked him to send in the next candidate.
The second candidate, who had taken a Summer job in the construction industry, thought about
the question for a moment, then flourished his smart phone and replied: “I would go to the roof
and drop the barometer off, using my stopwatch app to record how many seconds it took to hit
the ground. Using established formulas I would calculate the distance travelled in the fall time
and thus determine the height.” The senior interviewer blanched slightly, then thanked the candidate and asked the interviewer on his left to carefully escort the candidate out and retrieve the
third and final applicant.
The third applicant, after hearing the question, glanced briefly at the barometer before gazing at
each of the interviewers in turn. The panel stirred slightly in expectation. “I would take the barometer and go to the building superintendent. I would say: ‘I will give you this fine barometer if
you tell me the height this building’ .”
The panel briefly conferred for a few seconds, before hiring the third applicant on the spot.
Did the interview panel get it right? What would you have done? Happy to receive different opinions
or comments at:

js@fppl.net

Like learning about Science? Bacchus Marsh U3A runs a Science class every Monday afternoon, 1:00
pm to 3:00 pm, at Darley Neighbourhood House and Learning Centre. Phone Pamela on: 0400 387 841 if
you’re interested.
Like discussing the news of the world? Do you have opinions about how the problems of the world
could be fixed? Then join the Discussion Group of Bacchus Marsh U3A. Every 3rd Thursday of the
month at 10:00 am in the Lerderderg Library. Phone Terry on 0412 939 935 to get started.
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Keep in touch with Bacchus Marsh U3A WATSON
If you have an Email address registered with your Bacchus Marsh U3A membership, you will receive regular WATSON updates from the President. These arrive in your inbox as attachments to
an Email message. If you haven’t spotted a WATSON for a while, check your Spam folder—
sometimes valid messages get put in the Spam folder because your Internet Service Provider (or
your Email program) is being cautious about what it puts in your Inbox. Spam and other fake
Email messages are so prevalent these days that occasionally mistakes are made by our computers and systems.
We keep copies of WATSON on our website at https://u3abacchus.org.au/watsons/
so you can always back-issues if necessary.
If you don’t have an Internet connection or smart phone let us know (ask your group leader how)
so we can make sure you’re on our list of Members who need hard copy delivery.

Is your Bacchus Marsh U3A membership up to date?
Every year, Bacchus Marsh U3A members must complete a new Membership Form and pay the
yearly (or half-yearly) fee. This year there’s an additional box on the Form to complete - you
must indicate whether or not you are fully vaccinated against the COVID-19 virus. You must also
be prepared to show your vaccination status to a Committee Member or Session Leader.
If you missed the 2022 Meet & Greet that was held on Thursday 27 January 2022 and haven’t
renewed your membership, you can renew online. You can view all the details about renewing
on our website at
https://u3abacchus.org.au/memberships/
If you are not an Internet user, get in touch with our Secretary, Sharon, on 0407 480 207 for
other options on renewing your membership.

COVID-19 Safety In accordance with the Bacchus Marsh U3A COVID19 Safety Plan, to attend any Bacchus Marsh U3A face-to-face event or
session you must be able to show proof that you are doubleVaccinated, and you must wear a properly fitted face mask. Observe
social distancing as required by the venue.
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A Puzzle for You
Bob and Carol did a “Tree Change” and bought a small homestead farm in central Victoria. They
keep a cow named Daisy who gives fresh milk every day. Daisy produces about 20 litres of milk
a day. Carol swaps milk with friends and neighbours for vegetables and other local produce.

One day their neighbour Bill, who keeps goats, came to the door and offered to exchange
4 litres of goat’s milk for 4 litres of cow’s milk.
Carol only had 3 litre and 5 litre measuring jugs. How did she measure exactly 4 litres of milk
for Bill? Can you work it out?
The answer to this old puzzle can be found on page 6 of this newsletter. This puzzle featured in the
“Die Hard III” movie starring Bruce Willis and Samuel L. Jackson where they had to measure exactly 4
litres (may have been pints) to prevent a bomb exploding.

Local Organisations supporting Bacchus Marsh U3A Inc.
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Group highlights—French

Good to hear that the French class
(Mondays 10am) is using Zoom successfully
during Term 1.

Think Zoom might be useful for your U3A
group? Phone John Spain on 0468 453 340 to
discover the possibilities.

Group highlights— Gardening Group
The Gardening Group made the trip to Lara Gardens on 22nd February. Great day but small
numbers. Thank you to Dorothy Wallis for these photos.
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Milk Jugs
PUZZLE Answer

Do You Wordle?

Carol fills the 5 litre jug from the storage

Wordle is the latest word game on the Internet. You can

urn and then fills the 3 litre jug from the

play it on your smart phone or on your iPad or laptop.

5 litre jug, leaving 2 litres in the 5 litre

It’s free!

jug.

Browse to http://wordlegame.org— all the rules and

She empties the 3 litre jug back into the

controls are there.

storage urn and empties the remainder

Basically, the aim of the game is to guess a five-letter

of the milk in the 5 litre jug into the 3

word. You just type in 5 letters using the on-screen key-

litre jug.

board and click [Enter]. It shows which letter you got

At this point there are 2 litres in the 3

right (right letter, right position), which letters are in the

litre jug.

word but not in the right position, and which letters are
not in the word at all. It’s simple but addictive!

She fills the 5 litre jug again from the
storage urn and tops up the 3 litre jug
from the 5 litre jug. This leaves 4 litres of
milk in the 5 litre jug.
She can then swap exactly 4 litres of
cow’s milk with Bill.
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Meeting Michaela
On Tuesday 15 February 2022 the Bacchus Marsh U3A Committee had the pleasure of meeting
Michaela Settle, Member for Buningyong, over a coffee at Lola’s.
The committee discussed various local
U3A issues with Michaela, especially the
onerous room hire fees that our members have to pay to attend various sessions. Michaela agreed to raise the
matter when speaking to Moorabool
Shire . Of course, no guarantees of
“rent relief” but the Shire will know that
this issue is not going away [Read
more here…].
Michaela is “flying the flag” for Labor in
Moorabool Shire in the lead up to a
2022 election year that will see Bacchus
Marsh and District residents vote for
representatives in newly determined
seats for both State and Federal parliaments [Read more here…].

L-R: Sharon, Anneli, Michaela Settle, Marie, Jan, Helen {BM U3A President)
Photo by JSpain

STOP PRESS! True to her word, Michaela sent a letter about the room fees to the CEO of
Moorabool Shire Council, Derek Madden. Thanks Michaela! We’ll see what happens...

Watch out for Watson! The timely news sheet from President Helen.
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Once was famous: Sir (George) Hubert Wilkins – 1888 – 1958, polar explorer,
ornithologist, pilot, soldier, geographer and photographer.
Born in outback South Australia, Hubert Wilkins started work as a teenager in
Adelaide with a travelling cinema, before finding work in Sydney as a cinematographer. He travelled to England, gaining a position with Gaumont-British Picture
Corporation. Wilkins used his cinematographic skills in early aerial photography
while working with Gaumont. He was obviously at the forefront of emerging
technologies pre-WWI. This was barely 10 years since the Wright brothers had
made the first powered airplane flight! In 1913 Wilkins signed on to a Canadian
Arctic expedition under the leadership of Vilhjalmur Stefansson. That expedition
was controversial, to say the least. Lives and ships were lost in the polar ice. But
Wilkins, the expedition photographer, survived. In 1917 he returned to Australia
and joined the Australian Flying Corps. In 1918 he was appointed an official Australian War Photographer. Although not strictly a combatant, Wilkins was active
in various actions, including the Third Battle of Ypres, where he rescued many
wounded. For his bravery he was awarded the Military Cross to which was added a Bar in 1919 for his
actions during the Battle of the Hindenburg Line. After WWI Wilkins worked as an ornithologist of an
expedition into the Southern Ocean before undertaking, on behalf of the British Museum, a two year
study from 1923 to 1925 of the native fauna of Northern Australia. The Arctic called again and in 1928
Wilkins flew with a pilot from Point Barrow Alaska to Spitsbergen in the Svalbard Archipelago off Norway. The trans-Arctic flight took 20 hours, with a stop-off at Ellesmere Island. For this feat, and his
previous work Wilkins was knighted, becoming Sir George Hubert Wilkins. He took some time off to
celebrate and in New York met the Australian actress Suzanne Bartlett, whom he later married. Enough
action for one life? Not a bit of it! Wilkins gained financial backing from William Randolph Hearst, the
newspaper publisher, and set off to fly over Antarctica, naming Hearst Island in the Weddell Sea after
his sponsor. Although his flights made few scientific discoveries, they demonstrated the usefulness of
aircraft in polar exploration. Sir Hubert then hatched a plan to use a submarine to traverse beneath the
Arctic ice. Considerable effort and money (from his backers and some of his own) was expended on
adapting a leased ex-US Navy submarine for the expedition. Wilkins renamed the sub as
“Nautilus” (after Jules Verne’s novel). The expedition started in 1931 but various misadventures,
equipment failures and at least one fatality eventually convinced Wilkins to abandon his plans; however, sufficient work was done to demonstrate the feasibility of operating submarines under ice packs.
Rejected for active service in WW2 because of his age, Sir Hubert nevertheless provided consulting
services for the US armed forces about rations and equipment suitable for extreme weather conditions.
Sir Hubert lived to see, in 1958, successful transits under the ice of the Arctic Sea by the USS Skate
and USS Nautilus. Six months after Wilkin’s death in November 1958, the USS Skate carried his ashes
to the North Pole where they were scattered.
The achievements of Sir George Hubert Wilkins are commemorated variously: in Antarctica with the
Wilkins Ice Shelf, Wilkins Sound, Wilkins Ice Runway at Casey Station, and in Australia with Wilkins
Rock-wallaby for his work for the British Museum.
[Thanks to BM U3A member Terry Randall for suggesting this article]
[The article’s information was gathered from Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubert_Wilkins) and
some details from the Australian Museum (https://australian.museum/about/history/exhibitions/trailblazers/hubert-wilkins)]
Like this type of article? Over coming issues, we hope to publish some local and Australian historical information. Why not
suggest a topic that interests you? Feel free to provide feedback and suggestions by emailing the editor at js@fppl.net

